Simplex two-drum winders can be used for many applications including high speed trimming and winding. They can be designed to handle large diameter rolls of both very low-tension materials, and very high-tension papers such as paperboard. The REM 2550 is ideally suited to perform these tasks, and incorporates numerous features to enhance productivity and roll handling.

- Driven riding roll
- Relieving system for controlling roll density
- Easy knife access
- Dual spreader roll system assures slit separation
- Cradle unloads finished rolls to floor
- Load cell tension control

2550
[maximum throughput & quality]

Associated Machine Design
Shaft Type:
- Locked Core
- Lift-out

Winding Method:
- Surface

Slitting Methods:
- Shear
- [Optional: Score]

Optional Accessories:
- Semi-automated core tuck-n-start
- Unload table used with shafted rewind
- Single motor drive for winding drums
- Line Guide

Unwind -  
Rewind 50”  
Web Width 72”  
Speed 2,000 fpm